B2

Prepositions

PREP002

Fill in the correct prepositions from the list below.

AGAINST – AT – BEHIND - BELOW – BY - DOWN – FROM- IN - OFF – ON - WITH

1. Smoking in public places is _________________ the law in many countries.
2. The boss looked _________________ on him arrogantly.
3. Many products sold at the market have been carefully manufactured _________________
hand.
4. Many of the trains leaving London are currently running _________________ schedule.
5. We were terrified _________________ fear when we saw what had happened.
6. They can't afford very much because they must live _________________ the father's small
pension.
7. Many species in the Amazon rain forest are _________________ risk of becoming extinct.
8. A large part of the Netherlands lies _________________ sea level.
9. My sister has been suffering _________________ a nervous breakdown over the past few
weeks.
10. When the interview was over the journalist asked the politician a few things
_________________ the record.
11. Strawberries are not _________________ season at the moment, so we'll have to use other
fruits.
12. You'll have to call an ambulance. There are no doctors _________________ duty right now.
13. There are a few islands just miles _________________ the coast.
14. If global warming continues _________________ the present rate sea levels will rise very
quickly.
15. I'm sorry. I lost the documents _________________ accident. I didn't do it _________________
purpose.
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1. Smoking in public places is against the law in many countries.
2. The boss looked down on him arrogantly.
3. Many products sold at the market have been carefully manufactured by hand.
4. Many of the trains leaving London are currently running behind /on schedule.
5. We were terrified with fear when we saw what had happened.
6. They can't afford very much because they must live on the father's small pension.
7. Many species in the Amazon rain forest are at risk of becoming extinct.
8. A large part of the Netherlands lies below sea level.
9. My sister has been suffering from a nervous breakdown over the past few weeks.
10. When the interview was over the journalist asked the politician a few things off the
record.
11. Strawberries are not in season at the moment, so we'll have to use other fruits.
12. You'll have to call an ambulance. There are no doctors on duty right now.
13. There are a few islands just miles off the coast.
14. If global warming continues at the present rate sea levels will rise very quickly.
15. I'm sorry. I lost the documents by accident. I didn't do it on purpose.
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